
our mission

At Pfizer Oncology, we believe it's our responsibility to help support and inspire
those who have been affected by cancer.

                 We're telling the stories of real people who are living with cancer and
providing tools and resources like the free LivingWith™ app. 

We hope you'll join us in our efforts.

SACHI C.
Living with cancer since
2016

JUDI D.
In Loving Memory
1949-2021
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BILLY F.
Living with cancer since
1996

LINDSAY N.
Living with cancer since
2016

FRED R.
Living with cancer since
1991
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VICTOR C.
In Loving Memory
1959-2020

CYNTHIA M.
Living with cancer since
2015

JORDAN M.
Living with cancer since
2017

ROBIN G.
Living with cancer since
1972

Help inspire and encourage others who have been affected by cancer.
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visit site 
Change the Conversation in aPC Program

This program aims to further the conversation around global advanced prostate
cancer health disparities.

  

6 min read
Understanding Cancer
How to Read an Abstract for a Clinical Trial Publication

Learn how to read and interpret an abstract from a research article about clinical
trial results.

Click here to read a Spanish version of this article.
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Download 

download 
Understanding Cancer
Common terms used in abstracts and research articles for clinical trials

Explore a list of terms often used throughout abstracts and research articles for
cancer clinical trials.

  

Download 

download 
Breast cancer & prostate cancer: More in common than meets the eye

Breast cancer and prostate cancer are not as different as you might think. 
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:30 min video
Real People
This Is Living With Cancer: Overview (:30)

Cancer can affect any of us. Discover how we can help support you in living life
beyond your diagnosis.

  

4 min read
Personal Stories
Catching up with Cynthia—a story of inner strength

See how battling breast cancer has given Cynthia strength, positivity and resilience.
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Download 

download 
Ask the doctor: Prostate cancer fact sheets

Explore four resources that cover biomarkers and family history, screenings for high-
risk men, what it means to live with prostate cancer and shared decision making.

  

3 min read
Health & Wellness
Cancer can be ruff—therapy dogs may help

See how these friendly visitors may help you feel better, both emotionally and
physically.

  

3 min read
Health & Wellness

Four steps to a healthy pantry and refrigerator
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Follow these tips from a registered dietician to help you stock up on staple items
that can help you with healthy eating.


